ABSTRACT Every year, many people around the world die because of mining accidents. Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) can be employed to sense public safety hazards and provide early warning of accidents, thereby ensuring safe operations at underground mining, personnel positioning, and specific items supervision and emergency response. Real-time data anomaly detection can predict the probability of occurrence of the abnormal event. However, massive heterogeneous monitoring data, poor wireless environment and data spatio-temporal association have posed a serious challenge to data anomaly detection for underground mining. Existing methods are mostly concerned about single data or processing at cloud platform, with little regard for the time and space association. Focus on the accuracy and timeliness of data anomaly detection, a novel multi-source multi-dimensional data anomaly detection scheme based on hierarchical edge computing model is presented in this paper. Firstly, a hierarchical edge computing model is proposed to realize load balance and low-latency data processing at the sensor end and base-station end. Then a single-source data anomaly detection algorithm is designed based on fuzzy theory, which can comprehensively analyze the anomaly detection results of multiple consecutive moments. Finally, a multisource data anomaly detection algorithm executed at the base-station end is designed to consider the sensing data associated attributes of time and space. Experimental results reveal that the proposed scheme has higher detection accuracy and lower processing delay compared with traditional solutions.
may cause hidden dangers such as insufficient oxygen and temperature, to seriously threaten the personal safety of underground construction workers. At present, underground mining mainly includes operations for metal mines and coal mines. Under the conditions of weak light, unstable temperature, release of toxic gases, lack of oxygen, frequent collapse and explosion, the safety of mining workers poses a serious challenge to mining. For the complex mining environment, there is no perfect solution for mine safety monitoring and emergency treatment currently. In particular, traditional preventive measures still require manual treatment without achieving expected goal [6] . Every year, many people around the world die because of mine disasters. In 2018, there were more than 200 accidents in China's coal mines alone, and more than 300 people died [7] . This figure is still distressing. Therefore, employing IIoT to carry out safety monitoring and accident warning is of great practical significance for ensuring the safe production of underground mining.
There are still many challenges to accurately and timely warn safety: unreliable wireless transmission, abnormal detection of multi-source data, and energy consumption in harsh environments [8] , [9] . Real-time data abnormal detection has important practical applications. In underground mining, different sensor nodes periodically collect information such as temperature, humidity, harmful gas concentration and personnel sign parameters, etc. By detecting the abnormality of the sensory data stream, the probability of occurrence of the abnormal event can be predicted, to conduct timely response and handling. The particularity of mining, as well as the inherent characteristics of sensory data and sensors make anomaly detection face many challenges. First of all, the mining environment needs to deploy multiple types of sensors to collect data, mainly including temperature, humidity, gas, wind speed, stress, displacement, etc. So how to perform anomaly detection on distributed sensor data is a problem. Secondly, the data anomaly detection for safety warning needs to consider the low-latency demand. The traditional methods mostly perform anomaly detection and decisions in the cloud, and it is difficult to meet the real-time of anomaly detection. Finally, data collection is geographically relevant and time-sensitive, which relies heavily on the time and geographic location information of the collection node. How to determine their relevance and accurate data anomaly detection is a challenge.
At present, Research of IIoT is mainly focused on mainly focus on energy consumption [10] , delay problem [11] , [12] , channel access [13] , [14] , industrial applications [15] [16] [17] and so on. Until now, there has already some research about data anomaly detection in IIoT application scenarios. Wang et al. in [18] adopts Bayesian network to detect anomaly of wireless sensor network in coal mine. This method can learn the data of gas concentration, grasp the periodical change rule, and reduce the fault caused by individual error data. Moreover, the method can learn the correlation between different types of gases and concentration changes at multiple locations. Oliver Obst et al. in [19] studies the anomaly detection of gas concentration in coal mine using wireless sensor networks. In addition, a method based on echo state network is proposed, which uses machine learning theory to train normal data and is used to detect data anomalies. Compared with Bayesian method, this method has higher detection accuracy. Chen et al. in [20] proposes a fully distributed and general data anomaly detection method based on graph theory, which analyzes the temporal and spatial correlation of industrial field data and proposes an anomaly detection model for large-scale data. This method can effectively realize data anomaly detection in building construction and smart grid monitoring. Soydan et al. in [21] used image analysis method to monitor the mining process of a coal mine in Turkey. However, this method is mainly oriented to underground structure and does not analyze the environmental data, such as gas and temperature. Tan et al. proposed a multi-channel TDMA scheduling method for IIoT in underground mining environment, which can ensure the reliability of wireless transmission. And the network topology adopted in this paper is the same as in [22] .
Existing methods of data anomaly detection are mostly concerned about single data and decision at cloud, with little regard for the time and space association. Focus on the accuracy and timeliness of anomaly detection problem, a novel multi-source multi-dimensional data anomaly detection scheme based on hierarchical edge computing model is proposed for early safety warning of underground mining. The main contributions of this paper can be listed as follows:
1) According to the special hybrid topology of the IIoT for mining operation monitoring, a hierarchical edge computing model is proposed, which can perform multi-source data anomaly detection at different ends: collection end (sensors ) and sink end (base-stations ), to realize load balance of the whole system and lowlatency data processing on the premise of ensuring low energy consumption. 2) A single-source data anomaly detection algorithm is designed which would be executed at both the sensor end and base-station end. Based on fuzzy theory, this algorithm establishes an anomaly detection function, and considers the data monitoring values at adjacent time to comprehensively analyze the abnormal data detection results of multiple consecutive moments, so as to avoid the error of the anomaly detection results due to the one-sided estimation of the single time data. 3) Also, a multi-source data anomaly detection algorithm executed at the base-station end is presented. According to the special tunnel structure in underground mining, the definition of sensors location correlation based on distance is proposed. When the anomaly detection algorithm works, sensors with location correlation would be selected for detection and comprehensive analysis to avoid errors caused by a certain sensor fault. The reminder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews the related work in data anomaly detection.
Section III described network model and problem formulation. In section IV, a multi-source multi-dimensional data anomaly detection scheme is presented, which includes design of hierarchical edge computing model, a single-source data anomaly detection algorithm and a multi-source data anomaly detection algorithm. Section V carries on the experimental verification and results analysis. Finally, section VI gives the conclusion for this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
At present, the research on IIoT is mainly focused on the realtime processing, security and reliable transmission [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Most research of data anomaly detection is aimed at wireless sensor networks (WSN). Oluwasanya et al. in. [28] conduct a survey of data anomaly detection in WSN. Although many literatures studies anomaly detection problem, there are not many solutions for practical application scenarios. Many methods are based on mathematical models, and whether they can effectively solve practical problems remains to be verified. Rassam et al. in [29] propose a new anomaly detection model, in which before the sensor data is sent to the base-station, the local anomaly detection of sensor measurements is carried out. This method not only ensures certain detection accuracy, but also reduces energy consumption. However, this solution has higher CPU requirements for the sensor. Salem et al. in [30] proposed a data anomaly detection method for medical WSN, which can effectively detect anomaly changes, and timely warn dynamic changes. However, this method requires high reliability and real-time transmission in wireless environment. The research progress of anomaly detection in WSN can be summarized as follows:
1) Anomaly Detection Method Based on Statistics: Anomaly detection method based on statistics is old and mature, which creates a distribution model for the dataset and fits the target data object. It is assumed that the normal data falls in the high probability interval while the outliers are relatively in the low probability interval. Finally, the abnormality is judged according to the probability of the object in the target data set falling in the model. Rajasegarar et al. in [31] , [32] propose a classification method for anomaly detection models and established two detection models: statistical detection models and non-parametric detection models. These two models can be applied in different scenarios, where the statistical model is suitable for applications with data types and sampling periods pre-determined, while the non-parametric model conducts detections by the behavior of current data and adjacent data with no prior knowledge. Fei et al. in [33] propose a multi-source data anomaly detection method, which performs detection by statistical ways. This method is mainly applied to the platform space, and determines the relationship between two nodes by two-dimensional coordinate positions. Ren et al. in [34] study the time series based anomaly detection method and proposed an anomaly detection method based on probability interval statistics. The algorithm has higher data recognition than the aggregation algorithm. Djenouri et al. in [35] investigate the application of anomaly detection methods in urban traffic analysis, with a focus on detection methods based on outliers. According to the survey, the current outlier detection method can effectively analyze traffic data, but in cities with complex traffic conditions, the application effect is limited.
2) Anomaly Detection Method Based on Distance:
Distance-based methods are usually built on the same basic assumption that normal data objects are closer to each other and abnormal data objects and normal data objects are far apart. In the case where the attribute variables of the data object are continuous, the Euclidean distance is usually used to measure the near-far relationship between the data objects. Sricharan et al. in [36] proposed a model for determining the relationship between adjacent nodes. Based on the statistical properties of K-NN density estimates, they derived the deviations and variances of the insertion estimates in terms of sample size, sample dimensions, and potential probability distributions. Bosman et al. in [37] proposed a data anomaly detection method based on neighbor node information. This method uses a machine learning algorithm to implement data anomaly detection through distributed processing, thereby reducing communication overhead. Xie et al. in [38] proposed a distributed anomaly detection method, which analyzes the data of adjacent nodes and uses a distributed global probability density estimation method to measure the data values of adjacent time. This method effectively solves the problem of traditional single-source data detection, and can comprehensively analyze the information of adjacent nodes to perform data anomaly detection. 3) Anomaly Detection Method Based on Clustering: Clustering is to classify similar or related data objects into a cluster [39] . If a data object cannot be classified into any cluster during the clustering process, then the data object can be considered abnormal. Emadi and Mazinani in [40] analyzed the anomaly detection of data integrity in WSN. Through the characteristics of temperature, humidity and voltage, they adopt clustering method to analyze and complete data anomaly detection. This method can guarantee high detection accuracy. Seo et al. in [41] proposed a data anomaly detection method for micro-clustering, and designed a method for detecting and specifying outliers using a local outlier as a center of a micro-cluster in offline components. Sricharan et al. in [42] defined the outliers of data in WSN, and proposed a method based on data classification to estimate and calculate by probability density function. This method has been proven to be applicable to different types of data testing, including Gaussian distribution. According to the dynamic characteristics of WSN, Rassam et al. in [43] analyzed the data anomaly detection models in static and dynamic environments respectively, and measured the similarity of sensor data by One-Class Principal Component Classifier (OCPCC). Through the incremental learning method, it can dynamically detect data changes.
Ahmad et al. in [44] proposed an anomaly detection method based on K-Medoid custom clustering technology, which detects behaviors such as misguided attacks. By defining the detected parameters, a data anomaly detection model is established. The method realizes dynamic detection by setting the threshold, and is mainly applied in the field of remote sensing.
4) Anomaly Detection Method Based on Artificial
Intelligence: At present, artificial intelligence theory has been applied in data anomaly detection. Among them, related algorithms represented by deep learning and machine learning have solved some problems. Through the artificial intelligence method, the detection accuracy can be improved by training of big data sets. Ramotsoela et al. in [45] conducted a survey of data anomaly detection methods in underwater WSN, and focus on machine learning-based methods, which can effectively improve the accuracy of detection, but usually need to be deployed in the cloud. Kwon et al. in [46] investigated the application of deep learning in anomaly detection. At present, the use of deep learning or machine learning methods for anomaly detection can effectively improve the accuracy of anomaly detection, and plays an important role in artificial intelligence and image recognition. In addition, Pham et al. in [47] proposed an anomaly detection method for large-scale data mining applications based on spatial analysis and spectral anomaly detection to detect the original loss. This method can be applied to continuous big data case, such as video streaming. There are many data anomaly detection methods [48] in current WSN, and they have achieved very good results. However, there is still few research for special fields. In particular, the abnormality detection for underground mining scenario remains to be further studied.
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
The underground mine can be divided into several tunnels according to the specific mining requirements, and each lane is connected by a vertical shaft. Therefore, the deployment of mining safety monitoring network adopts a hybrid network topology, in which each lane consists of a chain structure of a wired network composed of several base-stations, and each base-station contains a number of sensors, which constitutes a star topology of a wireless sensor network. Different tunnels are connected to remote cloud servers via the main optical fiber of vertical shaft. Therefore, the overall topology is a hybrid bus network with star topology and chain topology. Fig. 1 depicts the overall topology of the system. Each sensor collects environmental data, periodically sends wireless data to the base station, and the base station sends it to the server through the wired link. Finally, the server analyzes and processes the environmental safety monitoring data. In general, the structure of each roadway is basically the same and independent of each other, so an anomaly detection scheme based on a roadway's chain and shape hybrid topology is designed. Suppose there are a total of N (N ∈ N + ) base stations (sink nodes) in a tunnel, and there are several sensors under each base-station, assuming the number of sensors is c i (1 i N ) . The sensor collects the monitoring data, and periodically sends the wireless data to the base-station. There are many types of sensors in underground mining, and the data of different types of sensors are heterogeneous and have different data transmission periods (assuming that different sensors of the same type have the same data transmission period), the data transmission period of the j-th sensor of the i-th base-station is denoted by p j i . The data of the j-th sensor of the i-th base station at time
is formed over a period of time T (T ∈ N + ), while all sensors of the i-th base station form a matrix D T i of data streams over a period of time 1 to T , which can be expressed as: Because different sensors differ in type, start-up time, and transmission period, it is possible that at time t(1 t T ), a sensor does not transmit data, that is, the value of d j i (t) is empty. So the actual data stream is not a time-consecutive matrix. Therefore, as shown in Fig.2 , the base-station uses a data buffer queue to receive sensor data. Sensors A, B, C under one base-station i have different data transmission periods, i.e.
At time 1, the three sensors initiate transmission of data, after which the amount of data received by the base-station is different at the same time, and reaching a maximum at time 13. As the receiving end, the base station will store the received data in a buffer queue at each time, waiting for anomaly detection.
Assume that the buffer queue of the base
}, the objective of anomaly detection is to detect the data in the queue in turn. The anomaly detection is divided into two parts: single-source data anomaly detection and multi-source data anomaly detection.
A. FORMULATION OF SINGEL-SOURCE DATA ANOMALY DETECTION
The goal of single-source data anomaly detection is to analyze the data of one sensor. This kind of detection is only based on the normal value range of a certain type of sensor to detect anomalies, which can detect sensor data anomalies at a certain time. Assume that the lower bound of the normal data of the j-th sensor of the i-th base-station is
In the underground construction environment, different data within the normal range also have different meanings. For example, there are two temperature data 15 and 23, assuming they are both normal temperature values, but it is clear that these are two different working environments for the workers. Therefore, defining a data anomaly as yes or no can not reflect the actual situation. In order to improve the accuracy of data anomaly detection, this paper uses fuzzy theory to analyze the anomaly detection results. For the j-th sensor of the i-th base station whose anomaly detection result is between 0 and 1 at time t, this value represents the degree of data anomaly, where 1 represents the lowest degree of anomaly and 0 represents the highest degree of anomaly, we redefine Eq. (2) as:
Equation (3) may be represented by the curve of Fig.3 , in the lower bound and upper bound intervals, the value of anomaly detection is between [0.5, 1], and when it exceeds upper bond or falls below the lower bound, it is less than 0.5 and approaches zero indefinitely (note that no value of anomaly detection result is defined as 0 in this paper, in order to avoid anomaly detection errors due to individual data as much as possible).
In some special cases, this detection result according to Eq. (3) is effective for single source data. However, because a certain data detection result can not reflect the overall data anomaly, this detection method can not effectively evaluate the overall data anomaly results. In order to improve the accuracy of single-source data anomaly detection and avoid the deviation caused by the detection results of single data, it is usually necessary to analyze the data results at adjacent times. As shown in Fig.4 , suppose at time t, the result of the data anomaly detection need to analyze the data values at time t − w + 1, . . . , t − 2, t − 1, t, respectively. In Fig.4 , the red dot and the green matrix represent the data at time t − w + 1 to t of the two sensors A and B, respectively. According to Eq. (3), the values of the sensors A and B are abnormal at time t. However, according to the data change trend from time t − w + 1 to t, the data value of the sensor A is tending to be normal, and therefore, it is not possible to make an abnormal judgment at time t. Similarly, for sensor B, the data values show a linear increasing trend in the same time period. Although the value anomaly offset of sensor B at time t is smaller than that of sensor A, the data of node B is anomalous.
Obviously,the larger the value of w is, the more accurate the change trend of sensor outliers will be. However, too large a value of w will increase the processing delay of data anomaly detection, so it is necessary to set a reasonable value of w under the condition of delay constraints. Assuming that the data processing speed is a constant σ , the delay of the data processing is ξ . Then, for the j-th sensor of the i-th basestation, the processing delay at time t is d j i (t)/σ , and for the preceding w j i times including time t, the total processing delay satisfies:
Since the base-station uses the buffer queue to store the sensing data, the storage amount of the sensing data cannot exceed the length of the buffer queue. Assuming that for the base-station i, and the function Cnt(x) represents the number of elements of the set x. So the queue length of the buffer queueQ i is Cnt(Q i ). For the j-th sensor of the base-station i, it can store Cnt(Q i )/p j i data simultaneously in the buffer queue, we have
According to equation (4) and (5), we have
According to equation (6) , in this paper, w datas before t time are analyzed when abnormal data are detected. For the j-th sensor of the i-th base-station, some data may be useless in w j i candidate data at t time. In this paper, the number of valid data is defined as follows: 
For the j-th sensor of the i-th base-station, if the larger the value of eta j i (t), the change of the data value of the sensor tends to be normal. Therefore, the ratio of eta (3), we get the calculation method of single source data anomaly detection based on time variation, which is expressed by DecT (i, j, t).
The Condition in Eq. (10) is described as:
, t ∈ N + , the Condition in Eq. (10) is hold iff one of the following two conditions hold: C1: 0.5 Dec(i, j, t) 1.
C2: η
ζ . ζ is the valid detection coefficient, set according to the specific requirements of underground construction.
B. FORMULATION OF MULTI-SOURCE DATA ANOMALY DETECTION
The goal of multi-source data anomaly detection is to analyze multi-sensor data of the same sensor's type. Unlike singlesource data anomaly detection, this approach does not rely on the data of a single sensor, but analyzes the data of multiple sensors at different locations. Thus, the spatial dimension is added to the temporal-dimension of equation (10) . Multisource data anomaly detection needs to determine the location of multiple sensors, and get the node set that is closer to a sensor according to its location. This paper defines the distance relationship between different sensors by location correlation, which is used to decide the candidate anomaly detection queue, and comprehensively analyzes the anomaly data value at a certain time.
A method of node correlation calculation based on plane coordinate position is proposed in [33] , but the calculation of the method is complicated, and the underground construction environment is in the tunnel, which the space is narrow, so the plane two-dimensional coordinate can be simplified to onedimensional. As shown in the topology of Fig.1 , the network belongs to a hybrid network topology, which consists of a chain structure between base-stations and a star network between base-stations and sensors. Therefore, in the tunnel, the position of the sensor is determined only by the distance from the laneway entrance. It is assumed that the distance between any two adjacent sensors is the same, and the basestations and sensors are numbered according to their location. The location correlation of sensors is defined as follows:
Definition 2 (Location Correlation of Sensors):
The location correlation between the j-th sensor of the i-th base-station and the n-th sensor of the m-th base-station is denoted by Nbr j i (m, n), we have:
χ (χ ∈ N + ∧ χ >= 2) is the correlation coefficient, set according to the specific requirements of underground construction.
If the correlation value is greater than 0, it indicates that there is correlation; if it is less than 0, it indicates that there is no correlation. Therefore, this paper selects data with correlation greater than 0 as candidate data for comprehensive analysis, and uses H (i, j) as the candidate correlation node set of the j-th sensor of the i-th base-station, we have
The method of multi-source data anomaly detection in this paper is based on the Eq. (11) to analyze the anomaly value of the node set whose position correlation is greater than 0 at time t. The multi-source data anomaly detection result of the j-th sensor of the i-th base-station at time t is denoted by DecTL(i, j, t), and we have
The Condition in Eq. (13) is described as: (13) is hold iff one of the following two conditions hold:
C1:
(m,n)∈H (i,j)
DecT (m,n,t)
Cnt(H (i,j))
ψ.
C2:
DecT (i, j, t) = 1. ψ is the valid detection coefficient, set according to the specific requirements of underground construction. 
IV. DESIGN OF ANOMALY DETECTION SCHEME
According to the special topology in IIoT for underground the mining, the data anomaly detection operation is distributed in different node units for processing. Taking into account the requirements of accuracy and efficiency in multisource multi-dimensional data anomaly detection, the scheme consists of three parts: hierarchical edge computing model, single-source data anomaly detection algorithm and multisource data anomaly detection algorithm. The traditional data anomaly detection algorithm usually performs abnormal decision in the remote cloud, and uses the big data storage and analysis capability on the cloud platform to realize intelligent data anomaly detection and analysis. However, the underground mining operation is complex and variable, and so abnormal events may occur at any time. This requires data anomaly detection to meet both accuracy and real-time requirements. In many mine accidents, due to the lack of timely prediction of environmental anomalies, it is impossible to effectively arrange evacuation and disaster relief when the disaster arrives. To this end, this paper proposes to use edge computing to transfer the cloud's anomaly decision to the edge side of the base station and sensor. Fig. 5 shows the overall architecture of the hierarchical edge computing model. According to the functional division of anomaly detection, the IIoT system for mining operation safety monitoring and early warning mainly consists of three parts: remote cloud server, base station (aggregation node) and sensor. Fig. 5(a) shows the physical architecture of the early warning system, where the remote cloud is responsible for storing and analyzing the data uploaded by the base station. The base station is responsible for aggregating the data collected by the sensor and forwarding it through a wired link. The sensor is responsible for periodically collecting data such as temperature, humidity, gas concentration, etc., and transmitting it to the corresponding base station via wireless medium. Fig. 5(b) shows the logical model of the early warning system. The model distributes the edge computing in two units: the base station edge and the sensor edge. The hardware devices of the base station are superior to the sensors in terms of processing power and storage capacity. In addition, the base station equipment is usually powered by a wired power source, and the backup battery capacity is also large. Therefore, the task of edge computing in the base station is mainly to perform the execution of the multi-source data anomaly detection algorithm, and the task of edge computing in the sensor node is to perform the execution of the single source data anomaly detection algorithm (only the abnormal data detection at a single moment).
A. HIERARCHICAL EDGE COMPUTING MODEL
As shown in Fig. 6 , the edge computing process of the early warning system is summarized as follows:
1) The sensor program periodically collects environmental state data according to requirements. After collecting the data, it performs single source data anomaly detection according to Eq. (3). When the detection is completed, the original data and detection results are sent to the base station. The sensor's processor generally only has simple information processing and wireless transmission functions, so only simple data anomaly detection can be performed. 2) The base station program waits to receive data transmitted by the sensor side. After receiving the data, the base station performs multi-source heterogeneous data detection, and combines the received single-source data anomaly detection result with other detection results generated at sensors that are correlated in time and space, and performs comprehensive analysis. The final anomaly detection result is obtained according to Eq. (10) and Eq. (13), and it is sent to the cloud with the original data. A base station device generally has a relatively powerful processor, such as an MSP430 and an ARM. Therefore, a multi-source abnormality detection program is deployed at a base station for execution.
Moreover, when the data detection triggers an abnormal event, the system will start an emergency warning and treatment plan according to the safety prevention and early warning level in underground mining.
3) The cloud platform side waits to receive data sent by the base station. When the data is received, it is stored in the database of the cloud platform. Then, the decision center uses data mining, artificial intelligence and other algorithms to analyze and make decisions on the original data, and implement the corresponding decision processing scheme.
B. SINGLE-SOURCE DATA ANOMALY DETECTION ALGORITHM
Single-source data anomaly detection algorithm uses Eq. (3) and (10) to detect anomalies in one sensor data. For the j-th sensor of the i-th base-station, the algorithm for detecting anomaly data at time t is divided into two parts: Firstly, according to Eq. (6), the anomaly value of single-source data at time t is calculated, and the algorithm of this part is execute at the sensor. Secondly, according to the Eq. (10), the outliers of the single-source data at several times before t are synthetically analyzed, and the algorithm performs edge computing at the base-station. For the j-th sensor of the ith base-station at time t, the process of single-source data anomaly detection algorithm is shown as follows:
1) At the sensor side, according to Eq. (3), the abnormal data value dec(i, j, t) at time t is calculated, and the result is transmitted to the base-station together with the original data and stored in the buffer queue Q of base-station. 2) At the base-station, according to the Eq. (6), the number w j i of candidate data sets for data anomaly detection is calculated, the data at time t −w j i +1, . . . , t −2, t −1, t are sequentially traversed, and the number η The base-station stores the data transmitted by the sensor through a buffer queue, and for the base station i, the storage queue Q i stores up to Cnt(Q i ) data. The sensor data includes the sensor number, time, raw data, and simple anomaly detection results. The base-station stores this information in a buffer queue, including the base-station number, data information from sensor and the final result of the single-source data anomaly detection. In this paper, the storage structure of the data is represented by Sensor Data Frame (SDF) and Base-station Data Frame (BDF), respectively, as shown in Fig.7 .
Single-source data anomaly detection algorithm is divided into two parts: sensor's Fuzzy Theory Anomaly Detection Method (FTADM) and base-station's Single-source Anomaly Detection Method (SDADM).
FTADM algorithm is mainly based on simple anomaly detection of the data collected, according to equation (3) to determine the preliminary detection results, the algorithm is described in Fig. 8 .
Sensor sends SDF data to base-station, and the base-station stores the SDF data in the local cache queue, traverses the SDF data in the buffer queue in turn, and performs a singlesource anomaly detection algorithm for multiple times. The SDADM algorithm is executed in the base-station and ultimately encapsulates the detection results and SDF data into BDF data, as shown in Fig. 9 .
C. MULTI-SOURCE DATA ANOMALY DETECTION ALGORITHM
After executing the two-part single-source data anomaly detection algorithm of sensor and base-station, we can get the single-source data anomaly result at a certain time. According to section.III, this anomaly detection result does not take into account the anomaly detection result of the nearer sensor node, so the results of Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 may be incorrect. For example, the data value collected by a sensor is abnormal because of equipment failure, but this kind of anomaly is not real data, so we need to consider the data anomaly value of multi similar nodes.
The single source data anomaly detection results can not guarantee the detection results must be correct. The following describes how to perform multi-source data anomaly detection on different sensors of the same type.
After the base-station completes the single-source data anomaly detection, it will produce BDF data, which contains the raw data and single-source anomaly detection at a certain time. The Multi-source Data Anomaly Detection Method (MDADM) is described in Fig.10 .
V. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION AND RESULT ANALYSIS
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the anomaly detection method proposed in this paper, we built a verification platform and conducted a large number of experiments. The experimental hardware platform uses TI's MSP430 and CC2530 for base station and sensor programming. The algorithm program is written in C language, and the data results are analyzed by Python. To verify the performance of detection algorithms under different experimental conditions, the accuracy and delay indicators under different data scales were measured. There are 10 sensors under each base station, and there are a total of 60 sensors. There are three types of sensors that collect temperature, wind speed, and gas parameters. The sampling period of each type of sensor is different (1000, 2000, 3000ms), and each sensor sends 100 data periodically. The test data set randomly generates abnormal data by manual setting, and the overall data value obeys the normal distribution N (µ, σ 2 ), among which µ = (Ub − Lb)/2 and σ = √ (Ub + Lb)/2. In Eq. (10), (11) and (13), we set ζ = 0.5, χ = 5 and ψ = 0.4, respectively. The experimental platform environment and parameter settings are shown in Table. 1 below.
Different from simulation, the experiments mainly explore how to perform edge computing on the actual embedded system, so some theoretical parameters will be simplified according to the situation. For example, it is assumed that the CPU processing rate is constant 1 in Eq. (6) . This setting is also in line with the actual situation. Although the processing This paper mainly examines three performance indicators of the detection algorithm: detection accuracy, algorithm execution time and average delay. The detection accuracy is defined as the ratio of the number of results of data anomaly detection to the total number of anomalies. This indicator can reflect the execution efficiency of the detection algorithm. The algorithm execution time is defined as the total time required for data anomaly detection, which is used to measure the time complexity of algorithm execution. The average delay is defined as the average of the processing time of all data in the anomaly detection, which is used to measure the time sensitivity of the detection scheme. The experiments explored the performance of four anomaly detection schemes: Traditional Anomaly Detection Method(TADM) (Eq. (2)), Fuzzy Theory Anomaly Detection Method (FTADM) (Eq. 3), Single-source Data Anomaly Detection Method (SDADM) (Eq. 10) and Multi-source Data Anomaly Detection Method (MDADM) (Eq. 13). In the case of the same data set, the experiment compares and analyzes the differences in detection efficiency and cost between different schemes. Fig. 11 describes the accuracy comparison between the four detection schemes as the data amount increases. It can be seen from Fig. 11 that the MDADM has the highest detection accuracy while the TADM has the lowest. This shows that the proposed detection method can effectively analyze the time and space changes of the data and obtain reasonable results. In addition, we can see that the detection accuracy of both the SDADM and MDADM methods shows an approximately linear increase as the data amount increases, while the detection accuracy of both the TADM and FTADM methods does not change significantly as the data amount grows. This is because both the TADM and FTADM methods rely primarily on single-point data values, and changes in data scale do not affect their detection accuracy. When the data scale is large, the probability of detection failure of these two methods (especially TADM) will be greater. Therefore, the proposed detection algorithms have higher detection accuracy compared with TADM. Fig. 12 shows the execution time comparison between the four detection schemes as the data amount increases. As can be seen from Fig. 12 , the execution time of the MDADM method is greater than that of other methods. In particular, this trend is more pronounced as data scale continues to increase. This is because the MDADM method analyzes multiple data for continuous time and related location nodes, so execution time is more than other methods. In addition, it can be seen that when the data scale is not very large, the gap between different algorithms is small. This increase cost in execution time is worthwhile compared to the improvement in detection accuracy.
The MDADM method takes more time in total execution time. But if we calculate the average processing delay of the detection scheme, the gap will be small. Fig. 13 shows the average delays comparison between the four detection schemes as the data amount increases. As can be seen from Fig. 13 , the average data processing delay does not increase linearly as the data scale increases. Moreover, the difference between the average delays of the various detection algorithms differs by a few milliseconds. For underground mining environment, the data processing delay of milliseconds is completely acceptable.
Among the current data anomaly detection methods, cluster-based methods are widely used, and the main methods are DBSCAN [49] , k-means [50] , and so on. The clusterbased method can realize the intelligent analysis of largescale data sets through the artificial intelligence theory such as machine learning, and can obtain high anomaly detection accuracy. Among the many methods, DBSCAN is one of the most studied in the academic world. Therefore, this paper chooses the abnormal detection method based on DBSCAN for comparative analysis. In [40] , an anomaly detection algorithm based on DSCAN is proposed. Here, we compare the performance of MDADM algorithm with this DBSCAN algorithm in terms of accuracy, execution time and average delay. We performed statistics on 20 experiments, and used boxplots to represent comparative analysis results. Fig. 14 shows the detection accuracy comparison between the MDADM algorithm and the DBSCAN algorithm as the data amount increases. It can be seen from Figure 14 that with the increase of data scale, the MDADM algorithm has little difference in detection accuracy from DBSCAN. When the data scale is small, the detection accuracy of DBCAN is greater than that of MDADM. However, as the data scale increases, the difference in detection accuracy between the two algorithms becomes smaller and smaller. Moreover, in a large number of cases, the MDADM algorithm has higher detection accuracy than the DBSCAN algorithm. According to the data change situation in Fig. 14 , the data scale has less influence on the DBSCAN algorithm, and has a greater influence on the MDADM algorithm. Therefore, the MDADM method is very suitable for the anomaly detection of large amounts of data in large-scale WSN for underground mining. According to the experimental analysis, the MDADM algorithm has reached the detection accuracy level of the DBSCAN algorithm. Moreover, when the data scale is large, the MDADM algorithm can obtain higher abnormality detection accuracy. Fig. 15 shows the execution time comparison between the MDADM algorithm and the DBSCAN algorithm as the data amount increases. It can be seen from Fig. 15 that as the data scale increases, the execution time of the MDADM algorithm and the DBSCAN algorithm both show an approximately linear increase trend. Overall, the DBSCAN algorithm performs more time than the MDADM algorithm. Especially when the data scale is large, the difference in execution time between the two algorithms is obvious. From the experimental results, we can see the MDADM algorithm has less execution time than the DBSCAN algorithm, and the effect of data scale on execution time is linear. This is because the MDADM algorithm uses hierarchical edge calculation, which results in the algorithm execution time being dispersed on the base station and sensor nodes, achieving effective load balancing and reducing node energy consumption. Fig. 16 shows the average delay comparison between the MDADM algorithm and the DBSCAN algorithm as the data amount increases. As can be seen from Figure 16 , as the data scale increases, the average latency of the MDADM algorithm and the DBSCAN algorithm increases. Compared to Fig. 16 , this change is gently rising. In particular, the average delay of the MDADM method is smaller than the DBSCAN algorithm when the data scale is large. Therefore, for the abnormal detection of large amounts of data in large-scale WSN in underground mining environments, it is appropriate to adopt the MDADM method.
VI. CONCLUTION
In this paper, a multi-source multi-dimensional data anomaly detection method based on hierarchical edge computing is proposed, which is aiming at early warning of an accident in IIoT for underground mining environment. According to the special hybrid topology of star network and chain network, a hierarchical edge computing model is first proposed, which can perform multi-source data anomaly detection at sensors end and base-stations end, to realize load balance and lowlatency data processing. Based on fuzzy theory, A singlesource data anomaly detection algorithm is then proposed, which takes into account the temporal correlation of monitoring data. At last, a multi-source data anomaly detection algorithm is designed, which considers the temporal and spatial correlation properties of multi-source data. Extensive experimental verification demonstrates that the proposed scheme performs better in detection accuracy and processing delay than traditional schemes.
